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Amana lives, long live Among!

ln the Kew Scientist, Issue 19 (April 2001), Kew's Dr Mike Fay reports
on the molecular work that has been carried out on Among. This little

tulip«like eastern Asiatic group of Liliaceae that we have long grown
and loved as Among (A. edulis, A. latifolla, A. erythroniolde ), but

which took a trip into the genus Tulipa, should in fact be treated as a

distinct genus. The report notes that "Molecular data have shown this

group to be as distinct from Tulipa s.s. [i.e. in the strict sense,

excluding Among] as Erythronium, and the three genera should be

recognised.” This is good news all round. I need not change the labels

on the pots (they still labelled Among), neither will i have to re~|abel

all the Erythronlum species as tulips!
_

Among edulis is a remarkably persistent little plant. The bulbs of it in

the BN garden were acquired in the early 19605 but had been in

cultivation well before that, brought back to England by a plant
enthusiast participating in the Korean war.

Although not as showy as the tulips, they are pleasing little bulbs

with starry white flowers striped purplish-brown on the outside. It

takes a fair amount of sun to encourage them to open, so in cool

temperate gardens where the light intensity is poor in winter and

spring, pot cultivation in a glasshouse is the best method of

cultivation. With the extra protection and warmth, the flowers will

open out almost flat.
eeeeeeeeeeea—e—kweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

And from the same source, a note on Tulipa sprengerl
Dr Fay reports that the fascinating Tulipa sprengerl (see EN 35: 8-9]
appears to fit in with the group of tulips known as subgenus
Eriostemones (along with such species as T. biflom, T. sylvestrls, T.

orphanidea and T. humilis) although, unlike the other members of

that subgenus, its stamens are without hairs at the base of the

filaments. The species forming the other subgenus, now known as

subgenus Tulipa (formerly Leiostemones) have hairless filaments (e.g.
T. ogenensis, T. pmecox, T. kaufmonnlgna, T. fosteriana, etc.).
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it isWith great sadnessthat we record the death on 9 May2001 of
an old friend and colleague, William Steam. Perhaps it is wrong to

suggest that he was a 'bulb man', for he knew so much about so

many things, but he did do a lot of valuable work in the study of

monocots, so it is appropriate to include him here in our series of

’bulbous personallties'.

WilliamThomas Steam was born on 16 April 1911 in Cambridge
England and was, from an

early age, intrigued by
country matters in the local

environs and on his uncle's

farm in Suffolk. His love of

books and plants soon

became apparent - his first

job on leaving school was

in a Cambridge bookshop
and he attended Cambridge
University's botany school.

in his 'spare' time he

studied languages and, as a

result, the spheres of

botany and gardening have

benefited enormously from

William T. Stearn in the Library at Kew. his very valuable WOl‘kS

Courtesy of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew Botanical Latin and the

Dictionary of Plant Names for Gardeners. Stearn's first botanical

paper was published when he was 18 and, at the age of 22, he

caught the attention of E.A.Bowles who recommended him for the

post of Librarian to the Royal Horticultural Society. After a wartime

period in the RAF he became involved in compiling the later parts of

the RHS Dictionary of Gardening. Then, in the 19505 he joined the

staff of the Natural History Museum in London where he remained

until retirement in 1976. 'Retirement' was, in William Stearn's case,

a meaningless term as he continued to be extremely productive for

another quarter of a century!
During all his time in full-time employment and subsequently, he

published an enormous quantity of books and papers on a wide

range of subjects. In the bulb world, we can pick out Lilies of the

World (Woodcock & Steam) and his copious studies and writings on

Allium, especially accounts for various Floras including Flora

Europaea and the European Garden Flora. He was of great help to

Elmer Applegate when the latter was working on the western North

American species of Erythronium. Botanical illustration was also a
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special interest and some splendid books were written on the subject,
for example The Art of Botanical Illustration (with W. Blunt) which is

essential reading for anyone with the slightest interestin the subject
Flower Artists of Kew and An English Flori/egium

"

William Steam‘ 5 last major piece of work was nearly completed
before his death but is not yet published (it Will probably appear later

this year), a monograph of Epimeaium and other herbaceous

Berberia’aceae which includes the tuberous genera Leontice and

Cymnospermium (see this BN, page 6). This willbepublished by the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, in the Botanical Magazine Monographs
series. For his services to botany and horticulture he was awarded the

CBE (Commander of the British Empire), VMH (Victoria Medal of

Honour), the Swedish accolade Commander of the Order of the Star of
the North, for his works on Linnaeus; he also received honorary
doctorates from such notable establishments as Cambridge, Leiden

and Uppsala universities. Willy Stearn was an inspiration to us all, with

his infectious enthusiasm and zest for acquiring knowledge — we will

miss him very much.

MaryRandall has written to ask if We have any comments to make

over some aberrations that have appeared in her collectionof

Arisaema species this year. She writes:

”Having admired a pan of Arisaema kiushianum on the show bench I

acquired, at great expense, a selection of dwarfariSaemas. They all

flowered last year, the A. kiusiana looking for allthel world like a

scops owl peering out under a green umbrella, and it setwhat I hope
will be viable seed

This year something odd has happened. A. thunbergii-.var urashima

has produced a double- -spathed inflorecence ~ the inner spathe which

contains the spadix is fully enveloped by a largerouter spathe. A.

kiushianum also has a double spathe but with each spathe facing the

other, containing a single spadix but with theoverhead spathe
extensions making love, as it were. ls such doubling atall-common?"

Curiously enough, on the same day that Mary'sletter arrived, we

were looking at a batch of ArisaerrIa candidissimam flowering in the

greenhouse (not the usual place they are grown but we were going to

lend them to the Surrey NCCPG for their ChelseaShowexhibit, for

which they received a Silver Medal » well done! 'Weregoing to' is the

correct tense because they failed to flower in time, having ignored all

our warm invitations to flower earlier than normal). One of them has a

double spathe, the first time any abnormality has been noticed. This

took the form of a very large spathe, in the usual ._.'_love|yshade of
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pink with white striping,
and this was stemless;
inside it was a completely
normal spathe on a stalk,
containing the spadix, etc.

as normal. Really quite an

impressive plant (right).
The first port of call on

such occasions is ‘Peter

Boyce, aroid specialist of

the Kew Herbarium. Peter

says that he has heard of

various malformations in

the spathes of aroids,
particularly in the case of

tropical ones, but that he

has not seen oddities like

this in hardy arisaemas.

Exactly what causes such

problems is not known,
but they probably occur

as a direct result of some

external factors such as

temperature or moisture

levels at a critical time of

development. in these cases it is doubtful that the 'doubling' will be

repeated next year, but it is worth keeping a watch on them to see

what happens.

In addition to the many reports of shows, new cultivars, etc. this

valuable annual journal contains a very varied selection of articles

on Narcissus, but this time very few on tulips. Derrick Donnison"

Morgan writes about a visit he made to Spain looking at some of the

new Narcissus species that have been described in recent years
— N-

yepesii, N. segurensis and N. alcamcensis (see 8N 31:1 for a notice

about these. There are useful observations and descriptions (with
measurements) of all three, based on live specimens, and colour

photographs are provided. Kath Dryden has written a review of

some of the smaller daffodils with some very useful cultivation

notes, and Christine Skelmersdale has an article on the various

jonquils and their hybrids. There is also a very enthusiastic account

by Brian Duncan, giving his impressions from a first visit to Spain
looking at wild daffodils; these include some enormous forms of
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N. trinnn'rus, as much as 37 cm tall with up to 5 flowers per stem

Although supposedly confined to Narcissus and Tulipn, a few other

things squeeze their way in so we find an item on the variations in

snowdrops, Cnlnnthus rII'vn/I's, in the Czech “Republicby John
Grimshaw. Other useful information concerns that awful pest of

amaryllids, bulb scale mite (by Andrew Tornpsett),the rapid
propagation of narcissi using tissues taken at the baSe of the scape,
from within the bulb, and many articles on Narcissus breeding.
The Narcissus and Tulip Yearbook may be obtained from the RHS at

80 Vincent Square London SW1 P ZPE.

More Moraeas - new species found
'

-.
.

There seems no end to the novelties that keep tUrning'Vup in Southern

Africa in the genus Mornen, a genus now approaching 200 species,
partly due to new discoveries and partly the result of incorporating
other genera, e.g. Cnlnxin, Gynnnn'riris. ln a recent-paper (Novon
10:i4~21, 2000) Peter Goldblatt &John Manning describe 4 new ones:

Mornen vespertinn has large (56 cm across) white, fragrant (lemon—
scented) flowers that open in late afternoon/evening (hence the choice

of name). It is a tall plant, up to a metre in height, with a branching
habit. It has been placed in subgenus Viscirnmosn- and has the

characteristic feature that gives the group its name ~ sticky patches on

the stems just below each node. It grows in heavy red-clay where the

ground is waterlogged during the growing season.The"type locality is

in the Northern Cape Province on the BokkeVeld eSCarpment in

Calvinia District where it flowers in late October/early November.

Mornen n’eitoiden is from the Western Cape in *the Klein River

mountains near Hermanus, flowering in late November on rocky
(sandstone) slopes. It is a slender species, 30—40cm. in height with

pale yellow flowers about 2.5 cm across, dark speckled on the outer

three segments which are strongly reflexed. The epithet deltoiden

refers to the short, triangular style crests .
.

-

Mornen VIgi/nns comes from the Drakensberg mountains and takes

its name from Sentinel Peak hence 'vigilant'. Since it occurs on the

eastern side of Southern Africa its growing season is from November
to March (equivalent to May September in Northern Hemisphere),and

flowers in January or February (July August in NH) The habitat is in

peaty loam on steep slopes. it has white flowers-'_..fa_i_ntlysuffused

mauve and speckled or banded with blue or mauve towards the base

of the outer three segments The height is 50 70 cm.
Mornen melanops would be a Gnlnxin if the genushad not been

'sunk' into Mornen; now it belongs to Mornen section Cnlnxin This is

from the Western Cape, from Bredasdorp District ,flovIIering in August
5
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orearly September and growing in heavy clay where the vegetation
is sparse due to burning. Like other galaxias it is a dwarf, tufted

plant only 4 cm in height with the short leaves lying almost on the

ground. Several erect flowers are produced, widely cup-shaped in,
pale to deep purple with a blackish~purple zone in the centre (the
name melanops means 'black eye'). Unlike the three species above,
this, like other galaxias, has six more or less equal segments
whereas they have three larger outer segments and three smaller

inner ones (like the 'falls' and 'standards’ of an Iris). Doubtless, like

other galaxias that we have grown, the flowers are very short-lived -

a few hours at best.

Almost as prolific as new moraeas are colchicums fromCreece and
western Asia! This one, C. leptanthum, described by Karin Persson

in the Botanica/Joumal of the Linnean Society 135: 85—88 (2001), is

from north-east Turkey. It is an early spring—flowering species with

small flowers having segments l.3«l.9 cm long and only l~3 mm

wide (leptanthum a slender-flowered), white or slightly flushed pale
purple~pink at the base. There are three narrow leaves, produced at

the same time as the flowers. in general appearance it is similar to

some of the other small—flowered spring colchicums such as C.

serpentinum, but this one has a corm which is 'soboliferous’,
horizontal and elongated allowing the plant to spread. This happens
in several other species such as the autumnal C. boissieri, C.

psaridis, and some of the closely related merenderas.

C. lepranthum was described from a plant cultivated in Goteborg
that had been collected by Helmut Kerndorff and Erich Pasche in

north-eastern Turkey near Yusufeli, in stony steppe country at

660m.

Not a monocot, we know but most definitely tuberous and of
interest to bulb enthusiasts. Cymnospermiums (sometimes included

in Leontice) are herbaceous members of the Berberis family; if this

seems hard to accept, just look at the flowers of a Leontice and

compare with a Berberis. To take this further, dig up and compare
the tubers and roots with the stem and roots of a Mahonia or

Berber/is - they are yellow in colour and even smell the same! These
are Berberis relatives that have taken to the herbaceous/tuberous
habit in order to survive long dry summers. There are three closely
allied genera involved: Leontfce, Bongardm and Cymnospermium,
which encompass several species distributed from south-eastern
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Europe eastwards to Central Asia. The
western—most occurring Gymnospermium was .

formerly thought (eg. as in Flam Europaea)
to be C. altaicum, a Central Asiatic species _

that is also found in the Crimea and eastern _

.

Roumania. Recently, two events occurred
‘

-

the BN office that show that this is now .

known to be incorrect. While editing an article
‘

for Curtis's Botanical Magazine by Peter-
Bames on botanical exploration in Albania, I

came upon a name that i had not encountered:

Cymnospermium shqipetarum.
Also on the office desk for editing is the new .

monograph of Epimedium (which includes all

the other herbaceous Berberidaceae) by
William T. Steam (see Personalities, page 2,
this issue of RN). This also has a reference to

the same species. The Albanian journal in-

which it appears could not be easily located,
but contact with a helpful botanist from

Tirana (Petrit Hoda) resulted in a photocopy
arriving. It was described quite a while ago by
Koie Paparisto and Xhafer Qosja in Buletin i

Shkencave te Natyres 2: 95 (1976). The first

-. collections were made near melting snow in the mountains near Kruje

and Elbasan (northwest and southeast of Tirana respectively) at

1000-1400 m altitude; flowering time was iateMarchThere is a full

description in Latin and this shows it to be quite similar in appearance
to other Cymnospermium spp. with the usual yellow berberis- like

flowers and ternate ieaves with divided leaflets The drawing, which

gives a good overall impression of the plant, is reproduced here.

The same two Albanian authors who described Cymnospermium
shqipetarum (see above) have named a new subspecies of Leucojum
valentinum. The discovery of this species in Albaniais interesting and

probably a new record for the country. The species is otherwise

known only from Spain and the nearby Greek island [ofCephalonia
(but see BN 33:8). The new subspecies of it, named L. 'valentinum

subsp. Vlorense by Paparisto <8: Qosja, appears to ._‘differfrom the

Cephalonian plants mainly in details of measurements of various parts
of the flowers. it was collected near the coastal town of Vlore approx.

40°30' N, 19° 30 E
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our comments on hunting forTulipasprengeri rang a bell WithAlan
Edwards who has supplied the following note:

”Reference the quest for Tulips; sprengeri in EN 34 and Brian's

suggestion that a photograph might be a useful aid when enlisting
the help of local villagers. l was reminded of the occasion a few

years ago when my wife and l were in the Turkish Republic of North

Cyprus in pursuit of Tulipa cypria. After a fruitless search around

the orange groves near Myrtou (a Desmond Meikle* locality) we

stopped in a small village nearby and sought help from a passing
citizen who fortuitously spoke fluent English. Could he tell us where

we might find 'Lale'? (Turkish name for tulip). 'Why yes, of course',
he knew exactly where they grew in great abundance and he would

be delighted to take us there directly.
He promptly made himself at home in the passenger seat and

directed me along a series of dirt tracks through fields of wheat and

bariey. After a couple of miles he said ‘stop here, they are just over

there'. Eagerly we jumped out and followed in his wake. After a few

yards our Cicerone extended his arms with an authoritative flourish

and exclaimed 'here they are'. l peered around somewhat mystified
as we were very definitely standing in an extensive colony of

Ranunculus asiaticus. 'l can't actually see any tulips' I said hesitantly.
You are standing on them our guide insisted. 'No, these are

Ranunculus‘ l countered. 'Ah, well we call them tulips' came the terse

reply. After that impasse there was really nothing more to say and

we returned whence we came in awkward silence. Back in the village
our 'tulip specialist’ quickly exited the car without a backward

glance and proceeded on his way, demonstrably miffed.

Later that day — a little farther on in the Cecitkoy area we

encountered groups of local children offering bunches of Tulipa
cypria for sale to passing motorists. We soon found the tulips
growing at the side of a barley field and, after a herculean

excavation, secured three bulbs. Sadly, despite giving them the best

possible quarters in the Surrey hills and a warm, dry summer rest,

they faded away after flowering just once. Can any readers claim to

have had any prolonged success with the cultivation of this

attractive dark crimson species? l would be glad to have their advice.

As a postcript I would add that in Dr. Viney's excellent work An

”frustrated Flora of North Cyprus, one of the Turkish names for

Ranunculus asiaticus is listed as 'Sakayik Lalesi‘, which perhaps
explains how the misunderstanding arose in the field."

‘*

R.D.Meikle, Flora of Cyprus, Vol. 2 (i 985)
8



I enjoyedthe referenceto this speciesin BN34 (page 16) 2001.
indeed it seems to be widespread in the tropics

-

my present bulbs

come from the splendid Saturday market in Bangkok(well worth

visiting— as well as the usual plastic bucketsand linen there is an

intriguing plant market; I only wish 1 could underStand the Thai

growing instructionsi).
'

Eleutherine is one of the most beautiful bulbs I know(literally) — the
smooth shiny bulb tunics are a rich purple red The fugaceous flowers

aren 't bad freely produced on branched stems during the summer My
clone appears to be unscented and, sadly, self sterile but it produces
offsets fairly readily

According to Medicinal Plants in Thailand (Saralampet al, 1996:

lSBN 974 8364 43 7) the fresh bulb is carrninative; mixed with

Koempferia galanga (Zingibemceae) rhizome it is appliedlocally to

the forehead for colds and nasal congestion in children.
_

Concerning the 'fragrance"of Eleutherine bulbosa Maurice writes from
Ventabren France to say 'several strains I grew over the years all gave
off a rather unpleasant 'goaty’ scent, not unlike our-native orchid

Himantoglossum hircinum (Latin hircus m billy goat); which probably
implies pollination by some flies. Several other-tigridioides lie. South

American Tigridia-like plants ~ ed] have that scent (e.g. Calydorea
azurea, Cipum paludosa). i also have a few seedlings of Eleutherine

citriodora but yet unflowered so l cannot comment onits perfume."
Obviously this is an interesting topic, so we invite 8N readers to

conduct sniff tests on any of their 'tigridioids. The first criterion is

that you have to be around when they happen to be in flower as most

of them last only a few hours

A new view of European Hzacinthella -

_

We gave some space to the interesting little-"bulbous genus

Hyacinthella (Hyacinthaceoe) in BN 23:89, but a paper'i‘" by Karin 8:

Jimmy Persson calls for a short amendment. Dealingwiththe European
species they now recognise only two in the Balkans The former H

atchleyi is now included in H leucophaea as subsp. arch/eyi which is

common in Attica but extends north to Bulgaria and Serbia. The

typical subspecies subsp leucophaen is more
'

northerly in

distribution rnainly Bulgaria Romania and Ukraine. The other one is a

Dalmatian speciesfrom Croatia Montenegro & Bosniato which the

name H. dalmatian has been restored after a periodas H pal/ens
*ln Condollea 55: 213- 225(2001). --

--



it may come as a surpriseto those Who are familiar With the very
common widespread Sci/la autumna/is that in Crete, they may not

have not been looking at this at all, but one of the several new

species that have just been described from the island. And

furthermore, in the opinion of Franz Speta, they were looking at

species of Prospero, not Sail/a. In a recent paper in Linzer

Biologische Beitmge 32: 1323-1326 (Nov. 2000), he describes six

new species of autumn-flowering squill, which are differentiated by
"a number of morphological and colour characteristics of the bulb,
leaf and inflorescence area, of blossoms, fruits and seeds”. Also,
their chromosome numbers were determined.

The new species are:

Prospero (Sci/la) minimum (from lmpros), P. idaeum (from Mt

Psiloritis), P. rhndamanthi (from Karoti), P. depressum (from
Omalos), P. hiemptynense (from Kavousi) and P. battagline (from
Lasithi). Unfortunately, although there are long and detailed Latin

descriptions, the differences between the species are not picked out,
so it is quite laborious to go through them and try to work out how

they might be recognised. There is also no indication as to how they
differ from the extremely widespread and very variable Sci/la

autumnalis.

These six new species are in addition to SCH/a talosii, described

from Crete by D.Tzanoudakis and Z.Kypriotakis in 1998 (see BN

24:15).

if someone had suggested that all autumn sternbergias in the
Mediterranean ~ 5 lutea, S sicula and S greuterfana - should be

sunk into one species I would not have been at all surprised. On the

other hand, to find that yet another species has been described from

Crete is very surprising indeed, considering the enormous variation

that can be found in even in quite small areas of Greece and Crete.

This one is 5. minoica, described by P.Ravenna in Om'm Botanical

Leaflets Vol. 5, No. 10 (2001). it was collected on a rocky hill

between Agia Gallini and Nea Krysia, the only site noted. it is

difficult to comment without having seen the plant but it appears
from the description to be similar to the very variable 5. sicula in

having narrow dark leaves with a pale stripe along the centre,

although the author says that it differs in leaf morphology. He also

gives as one of the main distinguishing features, the fact that the

flower stem is very short, carried underground, and the ovary too is

subterranean (as it is in S. clusiana and S. colchiciflom).
lO



Requests ------ _--?::3;;;- . . . _ _.

,
.

_
.

Darren Sleep writes: "Dear 'BNTeam'. l wondered if it Wouldbe
possible to appeal on my behalf for corms/tubers of the following;
Cynanariris monophyfla (aka the 'monophylla’ form of Gynanariris (or
is it now Moraea?) sisyrinchium). And/or a single (i.e. 'wild’ type)
yellow~flowered form of Ranunculus asiaticus. l have raised (wild) seed

of R. asiaticus from a number of seed exchanges in the last few years
and now have, no shortage of red and white ones! Even awhite form

with a pink 'picotee' edge turned up from a Cretan collection - but

never a yellow. The Cynana’riris l was very attracted to when I saw it

in western Crete but do not know if it would stay so miniature in

cultivation here; I‘d like to try it though." lf anyone can help, please
contact Darren directly:
Darren Sleep, 28 Foxfield Road, Barrow-in—Furness, Cumbria LA1 4 3SJ.

Evenin the 21stcentury,when one would thinkthat therewas little
of the world left to be explored, new species are being described at a

remarkable rate - 'like there was no tomorrow', as the saying goes.

[Maybe there isn't, if we believe some of the dreadful predictions].
BN often includes new species but we seldom have the opportunity

to include new genera. ln Om'ra Botanical Leaflets Vol. 5, No. 3,
P.Ravenna has described two new ones, Tocantinia and Cearanthes.

Tocantinia contains one species, T. mira, which is said to be similar

to Hippeastrum solana’riflorum, so it has large, white funnel—shaped
flowers with a long perianth tube (8-8.6 cm long). In fact, the author

says that the bulb, leaves, flowers, stamens, style and stigma are all

similar to this species The genus is said to differ from Hippeastrum in

that it has a ”solid ancipitous scape He. the flower stem is not hollow
and is 2-edged], a one-valved spathe, and peculiar ovules”. The

'peculiar' nature of the ovules is that the "ovules are placed in two

rows on the axil of each ovary cell. Their shape is clavate-capitate
[club—shaped with an enlarged head], an unusual form in the family."
Tocantinia is from the municipe of Parana, Brazil, in Tocantins State,
growing in woods in sandy soil, flowering in November.

Cearanthes is said to be related to Griffinia but differs in ovule

characters (axile instead of basal placentation), and has a 3wlobed

stigma, rather than an undivided (capitate) one, but in general they
are similar. The one species is C. fuscoviolacea which comes from the

municipe of Vicosa do Ceara, Brazil, growing in sand in shade near a

spring at 755 m. lt has 4—5 flowers per stern, funnel-shaped and dull

purplish with perianth segments only 2732 mm long. It is known only
from a dried specimen without leaves in the Rio de Janeiro herbarium.
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The Cyclamen SoCIety always has something on the go',whether it
is scientific fieldwork, promoting some particular line of research,
Cyclamen shows or publications. The latest effort, which will appear
in July or early August is a booklet The Cyclamen of Turkey. This is

a fully colour~illustrated guide to the 10 species (by far the richest

country for Cyclamen species) that occur naturally in Turkey.
_

This is described as. a guide for

’travellers to Turkey, cyclamen
enthusiasts and plant lovers alike'. lt yC a! Blen
provides historical and general

'

“Turkey
background information as well as academmwmcmmsmzwwm

growing hints, notes on conservation
' '

and a province—by—provinceguide to

where the species ocCur in Turkey.
The booklet is being published

separately in English and Turkish and

will be distributed in Turkey by
DHKD, the Society for the Protection

of Nature, who plan to make it

available to schoolsand universities

as well as a more-general audience. it ;-
_

is hoped that this 'will help to Bissau...

encourage interest in the native flora W,,,,;;;::::;f:;‘;j
among young people, and especially
in the conservation of plants.

Each species is illustrated with photographs, selected from a large
number sent in by Cyclamen Society members; these include close-

up portraits of the plants and habitat shots, so this is a most

attractive publication. The project is regarded as fulfilling one of the

Society's charitable objectives, that of spreading knowledge about

Cyclamen so the booklet (32 pages) is very reasonably priced at

only £4 to members and £4.50 to non- members (both editions same

price); this indtides postage but if ordering outside Europe and

would prefer to have it sent air mail add £1 to this

Orders 8: payment to: Richard Bailey, 5 Dower Avenue, Wallington,
Surrey SM6 ORG, England. it seems to be increasingly difficult to

move moneyaround 8; the instructions on the order form are:

Payment should be_'made in £ sterling by cheque or postal order (or by cheque drawn in

Euros on a Euro account) made payable to THE CYCLAIVIEN SOCIETY. For amounts less

than the equivalent of £50 sterling, cheques drawn in US$ on 21 USS account may be used.

Cash, which must lie-Sent. by registered post, is acceptable only in sterling or US dollars.

Payment may be made by overseas members (except in USA) by Post Office Giro transfer

to GIROBANK Account No 35 008 4505 in the name of The Cyclamen Society, 196A

Cromwell Road, Lender}.SW5OSN, please add £3 to cover conversion costs.
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the first person to use

the term 'honorary bulb'

was Ken Aslet, the

delightful Superintendent
of the Rock Garden

Department at Wisley in

the 19605. The term was

used for all those non-

monocots that possess

swollen storage organs,
hence requiring much the

same treatment as the

bulbous, cormous and

tuberous monocots — that

is, they need a dry period
at some time in their

annual growth cycle.
Plants such as Cyclamen,
Eranthis, a few of the

Ranuncu/us spp., some

Anemone spp.
- all those

sort of things that tend

to find their way into a

bulb nursery catalogue. l

like to think of them

collectively as 'those

plants that can be dug
up, dried and put in a

packef!
I had not thought of any of the mallows, Malvaceae, as being

'honorary bulbs' until the plant shown above arrived from our

plantsman friend in Argentina, Alberto Castillo. His gift, some tubers
of Modiolastrum gil/iesii, has been very much-appreciated and is most

definitely an Honorary Bulb. It is a summer grower, so the tubers are

dormant in winter and in cold areas can be stored almost dry, away
from serious frosts, although I have no doubt that it is quite a hardy
species — the dreaded combination of cold and wet is our main

problem with winter—dormant bulbs.

The elegant leaves (very variable in shape even on one plant) and

rounded, magenta flowers 3-4 cm across give it a geranium~like
appearance, and it was called Mali/a geranioides at one time, although
this is now a synonym. it is a native of Argentina and Uruguay.
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in Add BotanicnSimon43(5) 475479 (2001), J.Zhao, F.Chen,
F.,Yen L.Tang and _pru (Sichuan University) point out that using
conventional methods of cultivation the supply of Saffron (derived
from the style stigma branches of Crocus sativus) cannot meet the

demand. Taking this as the starting point for a new line of research

they set out to explore micropropagation techniques as a means of

producing Saffron —

not with a view to bulking up the corms of

Crocus sativus but to actually grow the red stigmas on a culture

medium in laboratory conditions In the past two decades there have

been similar studies into tissue culture resulting in stigmalike
structures; however,these have been derived from tissues taken
from either the ovary, the style itself or from perianth segments.
The research reportedhere used the stamens of C sativus — to be

more precise tissue from the base of the filaments The

methodology is described in detail and there are colour photographs
showing the red stigmalike outgrowths on the various tissue

cultures Of these the stamen tissues gave the best results ~ better

even than the style itself Which is surprising leading them to state

that these [i..e the StamenSI are more suitable to be taken as

materials for large scale medicinal production’. importantly, they
found a higher level of active ingredients of Saffron (crocin, safranal

and picrocrocinrinstigma-like growths derived from stamens than

from other tiss_u'es."___Evenif this laboratory technique proves to be

successful in booSting the world’s production of Saffron we doubt

that it will affect ___the"cul_tivationof C. sotivus for those beautiful

long, rich red Saffronthreads that one buys in local markets.

Thegenus Nothosctvdum,for gardeners and botanistsis a bit of a

problem; for the_...former it offers some very attractive small, yellow~
flowered species (N.

'

ostenii and its relatives are delightful) but at the

same time there are some awful weeds [N grad/e (fragrans) is one

of the worid' s pests]; for betanists, their classification is very tricky-
no- one seems sure Which genus they belong to (see BN34: 15)

Furthermore, there are lots of them and new ones are being found,
this time two from Brazil in Onim Botanical Leaflets, P. Ravenna has

described N. apamdense and N luteomajus The first is from Santa

Catarina State and has 7- i0 cm stems carrying 4 6 white flowers in

an umbel, each nearly 1 cm across. The latter is yellow-flowered
with about 5 flowerson a stern i5- 20 cm tall; each flower is 8-12

mm across. This is said to be related to N minarum and N

montevidense, both splendid plants which we grow here
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The latest copyof The NeWPIantsmcm contains a new feature Plant

Focus, a forum for plant enthusiasts. One of the many interesting
items is the report of a double Stembergia Iutea observed last autumn

in the Peloponnese during an Alpine Garden Society tour led by its

very bulbous (in interests, that is!) President, Rod Leeds. This was a

one_~off amid thousands of normal ones and the accompanying
photographs show both the drift of S. Iutea where it was seen, anda
close~up of the double form.

As 'double' monocots go, it is a very neat one with extra, smaller

perianth segments inside the large outer whorl of 6 - it is a bit difficult

to count them but it looks as if all six stamens have been converted,
as well as the style/stigma becoming petaloid. This is interesting since

it is clearly a very rare occurrence ~ I have never seen such a

'happening' in this species, but many years i named a double form (as
cv. 'Golestan') of S. fischeriana, collected in eastern Iran. This was very

odd, since in that case the whole population consisted of clumps with

double flowers, presumably reproducing vegetatively. I grew it for a

while and there was no trace of stamens or style in the flower, so it

could not reproduce any other way.

Stamps, well almost.

Our old friend Wayne Roderick
Watch out for....... has sent us a batch of envelope
ELI/195 Of North America, compiled seals depicting several monocots

by specialists and knowledgeable with a note: 'hope these will

members of the North American make you happy' These are sold

Rock Garden Society and edited by for charity - the Easter Seals

Jane McCary who is herself a very mission to help the disabled.

enthusiastic and accomplished bulb The set of six contains three

grower from Oregon. This eagerly lilies, a HemerocaIIIs, a Eucomis

awaited volume will be published by and a Zanz‘edeschia.

Timber Press in autumn 2001 at

$34.95. It contains reviews of all

the bulbous plants of North

America, illustrated by over 100

colour photos. lSBN 088192-51 l—X.

Timber Press, 133 SW Second

Avenue, Suite 450, Portland,
Oregon 97204, USA.

or

Timber Press, 2 Station Rd,
Swavesey, Cambridge CB4 5Q],
England.

*‘k'k'k'kir‘k‘kukukfi‘k‘ki'fi'icfi'kuk'kk'k
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Neither had the BN tearn until mldjuly Browsmg through some

journals, suddenlytherewas the exciting news that a new species of

Erythronium had been described — E. guinea/tense from the south-

western Olympic Mtns (Grays Harbor and Jefferson Counties), in the

State of Washingtomln Systematic Botany 26: 263-272 (2001),
Geraldine Allen gives avery detailed account of how she came to the

conclusion th_at:_this_;new- tetraploid (2nm48) species has arisen

through hybridisation between the two well-known diploid (2n=24)'
species E. montanumand E. revolutum. This is a very thorough
investigation based on chemical
analysis (enzymes) _,.. of the

leaves, chromosome studies

and morphology“, - mainly
involving details ofthe perianth
segments and stamens.

_

In appearance it is. hardly

Joe Shannan and Alan Leslie of

Monksilver nursery have become noted

as suppliers of unusual perennials.
Their '0 en Da 5’ are a lot more thansurprising that E. guinea/tense

.

P Y
_ .

is more or less intermediate Just that, for they invite other SpCCIaIISt
between the two parents. Its nurseries along to join in. This one, the

leaves are green to faintly 9th, is to take place on Sunday 16

mottled and the ‘floWers are September from 11 3111 to 5 pm and

described as 'White to pale pink will include exhibits from 11 nurseries

at base, darker pink towards as well as their own. The nursery is

ti ps, yellow—banded at base'. north of Cambridge, not far from (east
The filaments (the stalk of the Of) the A14 Cambridge-Huntingdon
stamens) are notes-”slender as road. For further details contact Joe

those of E. montonum, but at Sherman at:

the same time not as Wide as Monksilver Nursery, Oakington Road,
the very obviously flattened» Cotteaham, Cambridge CB4 8TW,UK

triangular ones-of-E.
'

revolutum. plants@monksilver.com
ln terms of its distribution and

habitat, it occupies anarea between the lowland E revolutum and

the subalpine E. montonum in wet montane conifer woods at 500—

850 metres.
'

-

Some may say,‘-isnt' this just a hybrid population ‘where the two

species meet. HoWeVer, this is undoubtedly the way in which a great

many of the-plantsthat we regard as 'species' have arisen, and

Geraldine Allenthakesa very convincing case for regarding this one

as, quite literally, anew species. The paper includes a drawing of the

plant and its .=-fl0w.er parts, and a key that picks out differences

between this new species, the similar E. elegons from Oregon (also

thought to have arisen by hybridisation),E montanum and E.

re volutum.
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As mentioned in BN 32:T6, the quarterlynewsletter of the
International Bulb Society, BULBS, is now something to look forward to

and this time it is in colour. The first colourful issue to appear is

September/December 2000 ~ a bit delayed, but the wait is worth it.

There are many points of interest, but i must pick out the article by
Rod and Rachel Saunders, 'Bulbs of Southern Africa'. This gives
valuable information about the summer—rainfall and winter-rainfall
regions, so crucial to the understanding of growth patterns of bulbs

from the area. The whole article is illustrated with excellent photos -

and well reproduced — of some of the mouth-watering 'bulbs' of South

Africa, including some that we have never seen illustrated before, e.g.
the gorgeous white Cathy/[is campanu/ata (Amaryl/idaceae), dwarf

yellow, crocus-like Geissorhiza corrugata with leaves coiled like

watch—springs on the ground and intense purple Laper’rousia
pyramida/is. There is also an article, again well illustrated, on

Fritil/uria by Jack Elliott who, sadly, is still very unwell after a stroke.

BN subscribers will surely wish him and his wife Jean all the very best

in the months to come.

Contact: IBS, PO Box 92i 36, Pasadena CA 91 l9e2i 36, USA.

Buried Treasure never fails to impress with its mouth watering
selection and Bulb List No. 6 is well up to standard- it also underlines
the fact that a gaudy, full colour catalogue is not necessary when

seliing to enthusiasts! What is important is that the bulbs are of

impeccable pedigree and good quality. Here we have an excellent

array of unusual species and selections from all the usual genera
-

Crocus, Colchicum, Fritillaria, Muscari, Narcissus, etc, and a good
number of genera that are seldom seen in lists: Caged, Hyacinthellu,
Lapiedra, Dipcadi, Solaria, for example. What is Solaria some may say
— it is one of those curious South American bulbs, probably related to

alliums, nothoscordums, and so on - this one has nearly black flowers.

So, let us just pick out a few items of particular interest. There is

Colchicum boissieri, one of the autumnal species with soboliferous

(creeping) corms ('Twiglet-like' is a very apt description, but don't try
eating them like Twigletsi it is doubtful that Colchicum davisii (see BN

23:15) and C. parlatoris have been listed very often, if at all. A greeny
form of Crocus ubuntensis is exciting, and it sounds as if the form of

C. minimus var. sardous that is offered is a particularly good one; this

Sardinian plant has only one bract (i.e. the bracteole is lacking), but

this feature is hardly a great selling point alone.

Rannveig and Bob Wallis are great bulb enthusiasts, who are
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renowned for theiraknowledge of fritillaries; the spin—off is that the

list contains a very choice selection, including the very dainty and

difficult F. joponico; the western American F. glauco is not that easy

either, so to be able to offer it for sale is quite an achievement.

Really good toisee Iris histrio in the list; we have been surprised at

the success of thiscoutside — it has been increasing for the last few

years in a raised, gritty position, quite contrary to expectations.
Narcissus species.& forms are just too numerous to list, but just
take it thatthis is arernarkable collection, There are' some good
romuleas too, a "much-neglected genus. Rannveig Wallis, Buried

Treasure, Llwyn Ifan, Porthyrhyd, Carmarthen SA32 88F, UK.

Terry Smale has an enticing list, divided into 'tender bulbs‘ and

'hardy bulbs'. In fact this means that the first list contains

predominantly South African bulbs (a few S. American) and the

second, Eurasian and North-American. There is a great deal of

interest here fOr thOsewho are willing to provide just a little heat in

order to grow some of. the amazing array of southern hemisphere
bulbs. Several of the Brunsvigia species are on offer - so impressive
when you get-them up to flowering size; these are 3-year old bulbs,
so much of’the-work has been done. Hoemanthus too, so good to

see something other than the usual ones (H. barkerae and H.

crispus are in the-list!), and Hessea and Strumorio, such delicate

little amaryllidstolookiat but in fact very easy to grow. The long list

of Lachenaliaspeciesis most impressive, and accompanied by
several relatives: ’Massonia, (so irresistible with their broad, flat

leaves on the. ground), Polyxeno and Whiteheadia. The family
lridoceae is represented by Bobfana spp. (including the scented 8.

truncota), Freesid app,” several Sparaxis, the splendid yellow
Roma/ea soldanhensis and a few other choice items. The 'hardy list'

also has quite ai range of specialities - Cymnospermium albertii

caught the eye (see page 6, this issue), Crocus oreocreticus, dwarf

purple Allium'--platycaule, Triteleia hendersonii and the yellow,
tuberous Corydalis "macrocentro with wonderful grey-blue foliage.
Terry Smale,-28~St. Leonards Rd., Epsom Downs, Surrey KT18

SRH, UK; Tel.: 01737—350834; www.smalel.demon.co.uk

While on the subjeCt'of South African geophytes, Rupert Bowlby’s
catalogue iswellworth acquiring as he is now specialising in 'bulbs‘

from this region. There is a lot of interest here, including a good
range of the lovely and very easy Tritonia spp. Don’t forget that the

S. Africans start to grow earlier than most Mediterranean bulbs, so

get them soon so that they are potted in September at the latest.

The Bulb Nursery, Gatton Park, Reigate, Surrey RH2 OTA, UK.
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John Skipton & Alison Foot run a nursery in Wales specialising in

British native bulbs, although they offer quite a list of other bulbs and

perennials suitable for naturalising. So, here is the place for your Lent

Lilies, Tenby Daffodils, Bath Asparagus and Herb Paris — even some

Clychau’r Clas if you really want them: Bluebells to noanelsh

speaking peoples, for the Welsh names are here too. For a northern

country, it is surprising how many bulbs there are in Britain, and most

of them — all home grown, not collected - are on sale here; most are

easily cultivated and ideal for planting in rough grass ‘or under

deciduous trees and shrubs. Sci/la verna is better in a sunny raised

bed, and a delightful little bulb it is too. The nursery also offers some

historical varieties of Daffodil such as 'Mrs Langtry‘, 'Seagull' and

'Lucifer’. John Shipton Bulbs, Y Felin, Henllan Arngoed, Whitland,
Carmarthenshire SA34 OSL. e-mail bluebell@zoo.co.uk or web site

www.bluebellbulbs.co.uk

Avon Bulbs were awarded a Gold Medal at the Chelsea Show this year
for a terrific exhibit, and their Autumn 2001 catalogue gives a good
idea of‘the great range of species and varieties that went into it. This

year it is larger in format and beautifully illustrated. Apart from many
of the old favourites, which are no doubt the ‘bread—and-butter‘ plants,
there are some less frequently seen subjects, for example named

Amory/[is belladonna forms, including the Galaxy hybrids in a range
of shades, and Drocunculus conoriensis, a white-spathed species from

the Canary Islands. It is good to see some of the named selections and

hybrids of Eremurus ~ let us hope these dramatic plants will become

popular again, as they were in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Moianthemum kamtschoticum looks to be a very superior plant to the

usual M. bifolium, with much larger racemes of white flowers, and

there are two very special selections of Eucomis comoso, 'Avon's

Avarice‘ with purple leaves and deep pink~purple flowers, and

'Cornwood', white with a dark purple ovary in the centre. The list

includes a fine array of Calanthus cultivars (and a few species), and

the last page has a tempting list of 10 different Tulbaghio species,
variants and hybrids. if you are tempted to go for some tulbaghias,
take my advice and lift at least part of each clump for the winter and

grow them with a little protection; we lost nearly all of ours outside

last winter in Surrey - they hate wet and cold combined. Avon Bulbs,
Burnt House Farm, Mid Lambrook, South Petherton, Somerset

TA13 SHE, UK. e-mail info@avonbulbs.co.uk or see their web site:

www.avonbulbs.co.uk (catalogue is £2)

Broodleigh Gardens also received a Gold Medal at the Chelsea Show

2001 so congratulations to them also. A good range of bulbs is always
19



to be found in their catalogue, but especially Narcissus cultivars ~

pages of them, including some of the old Alec Gray hybrids and l

was delighted to find 'Kenellis' this year
~ an excellent small

bulbocodium hybrid. Seeing that lovely white, blue—centred form of

Tuiipa humilis reminds me that squirrels cleaned out ours last

winter; most discerning of them! Broadleigh Gardens, Bishop‘s
Hull, Taunton, Somerset TA4 iAE. www.broadleighbulbs.co.uk

Telos Rare Bulbs catalogue ($2) is well worth checking through for

a great range of Calochortus and other N.American, Mexican and

S.American bulbs: Tigridia spp., lpheion spp., Cypella spp., Bessera,
Miersia; also some good S.African spp.

~ a very exciting collection!

Telos Rare Bulbs, P.O. Box 4978 Arcata, California 95518, USA.

Bookends

Wild Flowers of Yunnan and Central China by Beryl M. Walden.

ISBN 962~86092~i~1. Although a general book on the flowers of this

area, there is a good representation of monocots, and’the bulb

enthusiast will find much of interest. in a flora that reputedly
consists of 16,000 species, Yunnan must rate as one of the world‘s

richest places and here we have 5i6 of them illustrated in

watercolours by Beryl Walden. As well as the plates there are

descriptions, distribution and ecological notes, and notes about any
uses of the plants; for example we find that in the case of Reineckia

cornea the whole plant is used in Chinese medicine for treating
diseases of the lungs and kidneys. The paintings are pleasing and

give a good idea of the plant, but in some cases it looks as if the

plant might have been wilting by the time it was illustrated. Here are

just a few examples of the monocots shown: Lilium bakerianum in

several varieties, L. speciosum gloriosoides, L. ochraceum, L, wardii,
Smilacina henryi, 5. yunnanensis, Veratrum yunnanense,

Polygonatum pmttii, P. stewartianum, Paris poiyphyi/n, P. fargesii,
Tricyrtis formosana, T. macropoda, Allium bu/Ieyanum, A. prattii,
several Arisaema 5pm., Disporum, Nomocharis, etc. It is privately
published but there are web sites where further information can be

found: wwwsinofloracom and wwwsinofloracouk.


